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Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

M Fernholz, J Jones, M Herrmann 
Dr C Doyle 

     

 

  

-A swab sample was taken from the winner CAZBOMB. 
-Shortly after the start FLYING LUNA moved down making contact with JAY JAKIT causing FLYING LUNA to be turned sideways. On the 
first turn FLYING LUNA moved down checking SLIPPER’S BELLE. Along the back straight NYASALAND DAWN ran wide. On the turn off 
the back straight FLYING LUNA ran onto the heels of NEROLINA causing both greyhounds to lose ground. On the turn into the home 
straight CAZBOMB ran wide. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ANY HOO. 
-Shortly after the start SHE’S A KNOCKIN’ moved down checking PORT BOY. Turning into the home straight BAUDELAIRE moved out 
checking SHE’S A KNOCKIN’ then BLUEY ROCKS moved out into the running line of CRACKERJACK GLEN forcing it to race wide. 
                

     

   

-Entering the back straight WINLOCK MCGREGOR stumbled. On the turn off the back straight SLAVE TO LOVE moved down checking 
RUN GORDON. 
                

     

   

-VICTA NASH was slow to begin. On the first turn ZIPPING SHARNIE moved out checking JUST CRYSTAL. Along the back straight JUST 
CRYSTAL moved out checking DINAH PALMS. Turning off the back straight ZIPPING SHARNIE raced wide and continued to race wide for 
the remainder of the event. Turning into the home straight VICTA NASH raced wide. 
                

     

 SUSP STARTH 22/6 INJ 14 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPLISH SPLASHIN’. 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-CAPTAIN MCLAREN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.- 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-ZIPPING HETTY was slow to begin. Shortly after the start ZIPPING HETTY moved down checking to the inside of ESTEEMED. Along the 
home straight on the final occasion DASHING DJAY checked around the heels of RENEW. 
-ESTEEMED was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 1 MONTH ALL TRACKS. 
                

     

 INJURY 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
-CHARLIE CHOPS stumbled out of the boxes. Approaching the first turn CHARLIE CHOPS checked around the heels of TOPOLOGY. On 
the first turn CHARLIE CHOPS ran onto the heels of and dragged down DESTINI SURFER. 
-DESTINI SURFER was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 



                

     

 

 
INJURY 

 
14 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LUPE FIASCO. 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-GOOD BOLONEY was slow to begin. On the turn off the back straight POOL HALL checked around the heels of NATURAL FURY, then 
RIPPER FAN SAM moved out checking FOCUSED FURY. Approaching the turn into the home straight FOCUSED FURY moved out 
checking REDHEAD CHEZ. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LOCHEY SWIFT. 
-On the first turn HAYRIDE HEENEY moved down making contact with BALLY BECKHAM causing both greyhounds to lose ground, then 
BALLY BECKHAM moved down checking HOMETOWN LADS. On the turn off the back straight HAYRIDE HEENEY moved down checking 
ASTON SIGRID.  
                

     

   

-On the first turn SLIPPER’S AWAY moved out checking STITCH ‘EM QUICK and ICENI RIVAL. Along the back straight JUST RUBY 
moved out taking WAZ A LOOKER wide. Turning off the back straight PURE ABILITY applied pressure to the inside forcing SLIPPER’S 
AWAY onto STRIKING CHAOS causing STRIKING CHAOS to be severely checked. 
STRIKING CHAOS was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 14 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
                

INJURIES ESTEEMED 
STRIKING CHAOS 

LEFT WRIST SORENESS 
LEFT HIND GENERAL SORENESS 

1 MONTH ALL TRACKS 
14 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS CAZBOMB (R1) 
ANY HOO (R2) 

SPLISH SPLASHIN’ (R5) 
LUPE FIASCO (R9) 

LOCHEY SWIFT (R11) 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   
 


